What is it?
**Spotlight is an innovative online tool** currently under development for SAI Platform members to input data on areas requiring collaboration, e.g. crops, regions, topics of concern, best practices etc.,

Spotlight helps the Crops Working Groups (and the wider SAI Platform membership) **identify industry-wide issues that benefit from collaborative initiatives.**

How it helps members?
- Sharing of best practices
- Inspiring ideas
- Invitation to participate in cross-cutting projects
- Knowledge sharing events
- Showcasing success

What’s in it for members?
Spotlight enables and encourages collaboration and knowledge sharing while creating synergies and driving efficiency. Future working group projects, events and initiatives will primarily be prioritised following data analysis within Spotlight.
**Spotlight will highlight member needs, so be sure to input your data!**

Who’s involved?
**Spotlight is for all SAI Platform Crops Working Group members.** The Steering Committee (Steerco) consists of working group members and will be coordinated by the Crops Working Groups Secretariat Leads.

How can members be involved?
The tool is currently being developed by ADAS, and will be officially launched to the Crops Working Group on **1 February 2018. Mark your calendars!**
Further details of the launch will be sent out in Q4 2017.

For further information contact:
Nick Betts                        Jenny Edwards
Arable & Vegetable Working Group Fruit & Nuts Working Group
nbetts@saiplatform.org           jedwards@saiplatform.org
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